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The aim of screening

• Detect a disease early in an asymptomatic stage

• Give early intervention and management

• Reduce the impact of a disease that has already occurred 
(secondary prevention)



Guidelines on the principles and practice of screening
according to Wilson and Jungner (WHO 1968)

The disease

• Severe

• High prevalence in a preclinical stage

• The natural history of the disease known

• Long period between between first sign 
and manifest disease

• Acceptable sensitivity and specificity

• Simple and cheap

• Safe and acceptable

• Possible treatment

• Effective, safe and acceptable

The test

The treatment



Randomised trials of breast cancer screening with mammography

• New York HIP (1963)

• Malmö I and II (1976)

• Swedish Two County (1977)

• Edinburgh (1978)

• Canada I and II (1980)

• Stockholm (1981)

• Göteborg (1982)

• UK Age trial (1991)

• Initiation of a population based screening 
programmes

• In Europe: 1986 to 2008



• Two-view mammography

• Target age 50–69

• Biennial screening intervals

• Double reading

mediolateral oblique craniocaudal

Mammography screening programmes

Sweden: Age 40–74 with 1.5–2 year interval

UK: Age 50–70 with 3 year interval



Mammography screening

• Reduction in mortality

• Reduced suffering from metastatic 
disease

• Breast conserving surgery

• Feeling of security

• False positives

• Overdiagnosis

• Anxiety

• Limitation: False negatives

Benefits Harms



False positives (FP)

• 80–90% of recalled women are FP

• Breast cancer-specific psychological distress 
that may endure for up to 3 years

• Recall rates:

Bond et al. Health Technol Assess 2013

Bolejko et al. Cancer Epidemiol 

Biomarkers Prev 2015

– prevalence screening <7% 

– incidence screening <5%



Overdiagnosis

• The detection of a cancer that would never have been found were it not 
for the screening test

• Women become cancer patients with psychological and treatment side 
effects 

Riihimäki et al. Ann Oncol 2012  

• A breast cancer diagnosis is associated with comorbidity: increased risk of 
dying of various causes (pulmonary circulation, suicide, heart failure, and 
gastrointestinal disease)

The consequence:



Estimates of overdiagnosis in screening

• <5% 

• 11% 

• 15–25%

• 50%

(Paci et al, J Med Screen 2004; Duffy et al, Breast Cancer Res 2005)

(Peeters et al, Int J Epidemiol 1989)

(Zahl et al, BMJ 2004)

(Kalager et al, Ann Intern Med 2012)



• Review of RCTs

• Screening is likely to reduce breast cancer mortality by about 15%

• But 30% overdiagnosis and overtreatment

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2011

• 2000 invited women screened for 10 years: 1 BC death prevented 

10 women overdiagnosed and 
overtreated

200 women with FPs



The mammography screening controversy

• The rate of overdiagnosis

• The effect on breast cancer mortality



UK Independent Panel Review (Lancet 2012)

• Review of RCTs

• Reduction of breast cancer mortality about 20% (invited)

• Overdiagnosis: 11% (invited), 19% (attending)

• If 10,000 women aged 50 are invited 
to screening for 20 years: 

1 breast cancer 
death prevented

3 women overdiagnosed and 
overtreated

43 BC deaths prevented 

129 women overdiagnosed and overtreated



Lead time bias

O. Wegwarth et al., Ann Intern Med 2012

• The earlier diagnosis does nothing to change the course of the disease

• People in the invited group appears to survive longer

To study screening efficacy: disease specific mortality rates, not survival rates!

Lead time



Length time bias

• Screening is more likely to 
pick up slower-growing, 
less aggressive cancers

• Can lead to the perception 
that cancer screening leads 
to a better outcome when 
it has no effect



Interval cancers

• Symptomatic cancers diagnosed in the interval 

between two screening examinations

• ”False” or ”true” interval cancers

• More aggressive with poorer prognosis

• Strong indicator on how successful your 
screening programme is
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Laming D, et al. J Med Screen 2000
Bochud FO, et al. Med Phys 1999
Carney PA, et al. Ann Intern Med 2003

F A T T YD E N S E

Sensitivity: range 30–95%

The limitation of mammography

Birdwell et al. Radiology 2001

Up to 1/3 of all 
cancers may be 

missed



Future perspectives of breast cancer screening

• Breast tomosynthesis (”3D-mammography”)

• Ultrasonography

• Liquid biopsy

• Individualized screening

• Machine learning



Tomosynthesis screening trials

• Three population-based screening trials in Europe: Oslo, 
STORM, Malmö

• Several retrospective non-population based screening trials in 
the US

• RCTs in Europe are ongoing: RE-TOMO (Reggio Emilia, Italy), 
TOBE-study (Bergen, Norway)

(+30% cancers detected, slight elevation in recall rates)

(reduction in recall rates)

Skaane et al. Radiology 2013
Lång et al. Eur Radiol 2015
Houssami et al. Lancet Oncol 2016

Rose et al. AJR 2013
Haas et al. Radiology 2013
Friedewald et al JAMA 2014
McCarthy et al J natl Cancer inst 2014
Greenberg et al AJR 2014
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• RCT, 72,000 women

• Increased sensitivity but decreased specificity

Ultrasound in screening



Liquid biopsy

• Detection of circulating fragment of 
tumour DNA

• Sequence the DNA searching for cancer 
specific mutations or chromosomal 
alterations



Pan-cancer screening test

”…aim to massively decrease cancer mortality by detecting the disease at a curable 
stage.”



Personalized breast cancer screening

• Stratification based on personalized breast cancer risk and breast 
density

• MyPEBS: a 7-year long European H2020 project starting 2018



Machine learning

T. Kooi et al. Medical Image Analysis 2017

”….human readers and CNN have similar 

performance.”

”…..a deep learning model in the form of a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained on a 

large data set of mammographic lesions outperforms 

a state-of-the-art system in Computer Aided 

Detection (CAD).”



Summary

• Breast cancer screening programmes are implemented in most 
countries in Europe

• Screening interval: age 50–69, mammography with 2 year interval

• RCTs: Reduction in breast cancer mortality by 20% 

• Overdiagnosis rate 11% 

• False positives is a drawback in screening

• The screening policy will most likely be modified in the future 
with new techniques and individualized screening
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